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ABSTRACT 
Space charge can affect significantly the reliability of DC cross-linked polyethylene 

(XLPE) power cables. For limiting the injection and accumulation of space charge, 

specimens with graphene coating applied on a sandwich composed of XLPE and 

semiconductive layer were made. Space charge distribution of specimens was measured 

at 10 and 40 kV/mm. The measuring results show that when graphene is coated on the 

semiconductive side, negative charge accumulates in XLPE, and the quantity of positive 

charge injected from anode is significantly reduced. When XLPE is coated with graphene, 

little space charge is injected into XLPE, and positive charge accumulates near the 

interface of XLPE and electrode, which lowers electric field near the anode. 

   Index Terms — graphene coating, space charge, XLPE, HVDC cable 

 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

INJECTION and accumulation of space charge in DC cross-

linked polyethylene (XLPE) power cable are one of the prime 

problems leading to the degradation and ageing of insulation [1, 

2]. Many methods have been researched for blocking the 

injection of space charge into insulation. Milliere et al 

deposited a layer of silver nanoparticles embedded in a semi-

insulating organosilicon matrix on the surface of polyethylene 

and found that space charge injection was suppressed by means 

of silver nanoparticles [3]. Du et al studied the space charge 

behavior of fluorinated polyimide. Their results showed that 

charge injection was suppressed through fluorination [4]. 

Moreover, Li et al investigated the influence of fluorination and 

Cr2O3 coating on creating surface traps affecting charge 

injection and provided a field-dependent charging model based 

on dominant charge transport behavior under different electric 

fields [5, 6]. 

Graphene is of unique physical properties. A layer graphene 

shows semimetal character with zero bandgap, which can be 

slightly increased up to 0.25 eV in multi-layer graphene [7]. 

Therefore, the potential barrier height of junction where 

graphene is in contact with insulation is large and this may 

affect space charge injection. In order to block the charge  

 

 

 

injection into XLPE, this paper makes use of a graphene coating 

layer spread over the surfaces of the specimen. The space 

charge distribution in the insulation bulk was measured at 

different electric fields.  

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

2.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

XLPE specimens with a semiconductive layer (semicon) on one 

side for simulating the structure of cable system were made by 

Nexans. The thickness of XLPE insulation and semicon was about 

400 μm and 160 μm, respectively. For analyzing the effect of 

graphene coating on space charge, graphene dissolved in an 

appropriate solvent was mechanically applied by Nanesa S.r.l. on 

one side and both sides of XLPE and semicon. The main 

characteristics of the specimens are shown in Table 1. Then, all 

specimens were thermally treated under vacuum at 80 °C and 50 

Pa for 24 hours in order to eliminate possible by-products and 

residual mechanical stress during preparation. The rationale behind 

this specimen configuration is to analyze the effect of graphene 

coating on charge injection from the electrodes and the possible 

interaction with the semicon. For this purpose, specimen B 

simulates a real cable situation, where graphene coating can be 

applied only outside the semicon and not directly in contact with 

the insulation. Manuscript received on 25 June 2019, in final form 9 July 2019, accepted 

xx July 2019.  Corresponding author: D. Fabiani.  

 



 

 

2.2 MEASUREMENT SETUP 

The electrode configuration for different specimens is shown 

in Figure 1. The anode is made by semicon and the cathode is 

aluminum. During space charge measurement at room 

temperature, the applied electric field was 10 kV/mm and 40 

kV/mm. The specimen was first polarized for about 10800 s, 

and then depolarized for about 3600 s. Before the measurement 

at each electric field, the specimens were short-circuited and 

discharged at 50 °C for 48 h.  

 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSTION 

3.1 SPACE CHARGE OF SPECIMEN A 

Figure 2 shows the space charge profiles of specimen without 

graphene coating at 10 kV/mm. It can be seen from Figure 2a 

that the peak value of negative charge decreases and the peak 

of positive charge moves towards XLPE, which is believed the 

occurrence of charge injection. A small amount of homocharge 

is injected from both anode and cathode. Indeed, during the 

depolarization, the accumulation of homocharge in the vicinity 

of both anode and cathode can be seen in Figure 2b. 

Figure 3 shows space charge profiles of specimen A at 40 

kV/mm. At the beginning of poling phase, a negative charge 

accumulation can be observed in the insulation bulk. Then, 

homocharge injected from anode increases and neutralizes the 

negative charge. However, it is difficult to differentiate whether 

negative charge can be due to the accumulation of ionic species 

coming from impurities or injection from cathode. During volt-

off, homocharge injected from both electrodes can be observed. 

The charge density of homocharge is larger than that at 10 

kV/mm. Figure 3b shows that the negative charges may 

originate from the impurities in material, migrate from cathode 

to anode at the initial poling stage and charge is injected from 

anode. At the same time, negative charge is injected into XLPE 

from cathode accumulating as homocharge. 

3.2 SPACE CHARGE OF SPECIMEN B 

The space charge of specimen B, i.e. that with graphene 

coating outside the semicon side, at a poling field of 10 kV/mm 

is shown in Figure 4. It is noteworthy that space charge 

distribution of specimen B is similar to specimen A at 10 

kV/mm. During poling phase, a small amount of homocharge is 

injected into XLPE at both electrodes and the peak value of the 

interfacial charge at two electrodes slightly decreases with time. 

The interfacial charge density of specimen B between semicon 

layer and XLPE is lower than that of specimen A. Although 

graphene coated on the surface of semicon side cannot totally 

prevent semicon layer from charge injection, homocharge 

accumulating close to the anode dissipates quite fast during 

depolarization. 

 

 

Table 1. Sheet resistance of specimens. 

Name 
Sheet resistance of graphene layer (Ω/sq) 

XLPE side Semiconductive side 

specimen A No graphene No graphene 

specimen B No graphene 3 700 

specimen C 5 700 3 000 
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Figure 1.  Specimen dimension and electrode configuration. 
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(b) Depolarization 

Figure 2. Space charge profiles of specimen A at 10 kV/mm. 
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(b) Space charge distribution 

Figure 3. Space charge profiles of specimen A at 40 kV/mm. 



 

 

Figure 5 reports the space charge profiles of specimen B at 40 

kV/mm. When the electric field rises to higher values, 

homocharge can be easily injected from cathode. Moreover, 

compared to specimen A, homocharge migrates from cathode 

to anode and accumulates in XLPE bulk, which leads positive 

charges originated from anode injection to decrease. From 

Figure 5a and 5b it can be seen that both injection depth and the 

amount of negative charges injected from cathode at 40 kV/mm 

are larger than at 10 kV/mm, which results in the increase of the 

electric field near the anode. 

 

3.3 SPACE CHARGE OF SPECIMEN C 

Figure 6 shows the space charge profiles of specimen coated 

with graphene on both sides at 10 kV/mm and room 

temperature. It is worth noting that at this low electric field, the 

injection phenomenon is not evident.  

 

When electric field rises to 40 kV/mm as shown in Figure 7a, 

during poling phase, heterocharge at cathode accumulates with 

time, and no clear evidence of injection can be seen. However, 

homocharge accumulation close to the anode is well observable 

during depolarization phase.  
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(b) Depolarization 

Figure 4. Space charge profiles of specimen B at 10 kV/mm. 
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Figure 5. Space charge profiles of specimen B at 40 kV/mm. 
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(b) Depolarization 

Figure 6. Space charge profiles of specimen C at 10 kV/mm. 
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Figure 7. Space charge profiles of specimen C at 40 kV/mm. 



 

Looking at Figure 7b, during depolarization, heterocharge in 

the vicinity of cathode is dissipated quite fast while the 

homocharge accumulated near the anode remains for much 

longer times. 

It can be concluded that near the cathode, no injected charge 

can be seen, and heterocharge migrating from anode 

accumulates, in which case electric field near anode decreases. 

During depolarization, injected homocharge can only be seen 

in the vicinity of anode. Therefore, graphene coating on the 

surface of XLPE can suppress the homocharge injection and 

block heterocharge while it is less efficient on the semicon side 

during poling phase. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A thin graphene coating on insulation surface was here 

introduced with the aim of limiting injection and accumulation 

of space charge. Space charge distribution of specimens coated 

with graphene were analyzed through PEA technique. 

Graphene coating on XLPE can suppress the injection of charge 

from electrode. Graphene coated on the semicon side can limit 

the quantity of charges injected from semicon electrode, which 

results in the accumulation of negative charges in XLPE. 

However, graphene coating can be easily removed from 

semicon surface and this can negatively affect space charge 

accumulation. Further research is therefore necessary to prevent 

this problem and improve the efficiency of the coating. 
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